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What You Need To Know

Tortoises are funny animals....

Tortoises are funny animals. Found over much of the warmer
areas of the world they inhabit a huge range of habitats from arid
deserts to tropical forests and consequently have a wide range of
diets. They are pretty much exclusively vegetarian although a small
number buck the trend and will eat a bit of meat.
Add to this the fact that they are trapped inside a shell that requires
large amounts of calcium to construct correctly and creates all sorts
of issues for thermoregulation, and you have an animal that has
exacting requirements for the keeper. One of the most important,
difficult and widely discussed areas of tortoise husbandry is that of
their nutritional requirements.
The main species kept in the UK are Hermann’s, Spur thigh,
Horsfield’s and Marginated tortoises. Although originating from
different areas they share broadly similar nutritional needs in captivity
and although the Horsfield’s tortoise is not a true “Mediterranean”
tortoise, for the purposes of talking about nutrition we can include
them is this group.
As a basic rule all of these species need a diet that is low in protein
and sugars and high in fibre and calcium. As with everything
however it’s never as easy as it first seems and providing a suitable
diet for tortoises is a challenge.

may suddenly become active, emerging to feed and more
importantly, to drink. They may also emerge briefly in the early
morning or late evening. However, during the spring and autumn
it’s a very different situation. As they emerge from hibernation in the
spring tortoises are welcomed by pleasant temperatures, that allow
them to be active throughout the day, and a wide variety of lush
spring growth. At this time they feed actively, as they make up for
any loss during hibernation. Gradually, as the season progresses,
the plant material changes. It dries out and accumulates cellulose
becoming tougher and tougher as time goes on. By the time we all
arrive for our summer holidays the tortoises are doing the sensible
thing and hiding from the sun, while their food has dried out to an
almost inedible state. Finally autumn arrives and with it the autumn
rains. Plants start to grow again and the tortoises emerge to take
advantage of the fresh growth, feeding up in a final push to prepare
for hibernation. If they come across fallen fruit in the autumn then
they will eat it. In the wild this is the only time that they will eat food
high in sugars and it is only available for a short period.
Even when fresh, lush food is available wild tortoises will purposefully
select a mixture of soft, fresh growth and tougher, fibre rich material.
So even if the lushest food on offer isn’t high in fibre the animals
will self-select food which maintains the low protein and high fibre
balance of their total diet.
So much for the low protein and high fibre, but where does the
high calcium come from? For this we have to look at the geography
of land where these animals come from. Almost without fail the
underlying rocks are rich in calcium, this accumulates in the soil and
is then taken up by the growing plants. This gives them a naturally
high calcium level which is then passed to the animals that eat
them. Additional calcium is available by eating small pieces of rock
directly from the soil surface.

Tortoises eat in a unique way
Understand their needs
To understand their needs a bit better we need to go back to their
wild habitat and the foods they would encounter there. Many of
you will have been to Southern Europe on holidays and so are very
aware that in the summer it is a hot, dry environment with little or
no green vegetation. During the height of the summer the tortoises
aestivate so it is relatively rare to see active tortoises and certainly
not during the heat of the day. If a summer storm occurs then they
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Tortoises also eat in a unique way. They roam over large distances
grazing as they go, taking in small amounts of a wide variety of
plants. They don’t chew their food, but instead bite off chunks of
plant and swallow them whole. This has profound implications
for the way the food is digested. The large lumps slow down
digestion, reducing the surface area that enzymes and bacteria
can act on, while the long un-chewed pieces of raw fibre, as well
as the sheer fibre content of the diet, increase the speed of the
food as it travels through the gut.
So, you can see the quantity and quality of the food a tortoise
feeds on in the wild changes throughout the year. In captivity we
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need to aim to reproduce this as closely as possible, and that’s
a big task for a keeper. While it would be virtually impossible to
re-create the changes in the food that is seen during the year
in the wild, we can create a captive diet that fulfils the main
requirements by following a few simple rules. So, where to start?
The species we are thinking about are 100% vegetarian so let’s
start by looking at the plant material we feed them.

Make sure they eat their greens..
The important word here is “plant”. In the past there have been all
sorts of foods recommended for Mediterranean tortoises ranging
from dog food to pizza. The first rule is simple. Mediterranean
tortoises are vegetarian, 100%, no exceptions. OK, they may eat
the odd caterpillar by mistake, and may even eat snail shells which
will sometimes have a snail in it, but they are not predators. So you
should never feed animal protein to Mediterranean tortoises in any
form. Apart from the fact that this introduces a high level of protein,
and animal protein which is the worst type for a tortoise, it also
contains saturated fat which is another big “no” in the tortoise diet.
That’s not to say all plants are good of course, and there are many
plants that you should not feed to tortoises. Some are simply toxic
and will make tortoises sick, but some can even kill them. There are
the obvious ones, deadly nightshade for example and the not so
obvious; daffodils are not widely regarded as a poisonous plant but
can be deadly if consumed by a tortoise.
Other plants are perfectly edible, and can even be used as part of a
good tortoise diet in small amounts, but contain certain chemicals
that if present in high concentrations can cause problems. A good
example of this would be plants that belong to the Brassica family
(that’s the cabbage family to you and me). These plants contain
chemicals which bind calcium and make it unavailable to a tortoise.
Legumes (pea family) do the same and are also high in plant protein.

Many plants that are readily available are very poor in terms
of nutrients and although not bad in the true sense, simply do
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not contain enough nutrient value to be useful as a large part of the
diet. Things like lettuce and cucumber. Lots of water, but very little
in the way of vitamin, mineral or fibre content. These “supermarket”
foods should not be discounted, as they can be used as part of
a wider diet, but they should never be used as a staple food.
They are highly palatable and their high water content is useful for
getting fluid into an animal. Cucumber is particularly useful as most
Mediterranean tortoises seem to find it irresistible and it’s great for
getting medication or supplements into a reluctant feeder, a bit like
hiding a child’s tablet in a spoonful of ice cream.

So, just what are the best plants? Well, firstly as long as a plant is
not truly toxic then including it in a mixed diet is not going to cause
an issue. A little bit of cucumber, lettuce or spinach will not cause
significant harm, and can provide variety. It also has the advantage
of being available all year round. The important point though is that
it is only a small part of the diet, ideally less than 5-10%. It’s the
largest part of the diet which is important to get absolutely right.
We know that tortoises wander around in the wild, grazing as
they go, so variety is important. Using small amounts of suitable
plants mixed together gives variety and interest to the animals diet
and also provides a wide range of minor nutrients. What makes
a plant suitable? Ideally, natural and tough! There is a huge range
of weeds and garden plants that can be used to form the bulk of
the food given to these types of tortoises. Dandelions, Sow thistle,
Chick weed, Mallow, Bindweed, Clover, Plantain, the list goes on
and on. Add to this the cultivated garden plants you can use and
there really is no reason not to be able to provide a good basic
diet. It’s just a case of learning to recognise the various plant types
and being willing to take the time to forage for them. You can
even grow them specifically as food, either garden plants or wild
flowers (weeds). Many pet shops supply seed mixes specifically
designed for tortoises for you to grow at home, and you can even
buy tortoise weed feed growing kits which contain everything you
need to grow your own weeds.
Don’t carefully chop all the food up into small, easy to eat pieces
but instead put in whole leaves, stems and flowers. Tortoises are
rippers and shredders, using their horny beak and claws to pull
off large pieces of food to eat whole. This encourages natural
behaviour, keeps claws and beaks worn down and keeps their
digestive tract healthy.
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Don’t forget the calcium
With a large dish of whole, healthy, wild plants your tortoise is off to
a good start, but it’s not the end of the story. Plants grown in the
UK rarely, if ever, accumulate calcium to the same level as plants
from the natural habitat and so supplementation is necessary.
This is best achieved by dusting the food with a pure calcium,
phosphorus free supplement such as Calci Dust. This can be
done at every feed as providing excess calcium will not cause a
problem, providing that the animals are not given excessive oral
supplementation of vitamin D3. Once or twice a week it’s a good
idea to replace the pure calcium with a good multivitamin, such
as “Nutrobal”. This will help to ensure that essential vitamins and
minerals are supplied. You can also leave a cuttlefish bone, or Zoo
Med tortoise block in the enclosure and the tortoise will scrape off
calcium as it needs it. This has the advantage that the animals can
take in calcium as they need it and it also helps to wear down their
beak in the process.
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bounds recently and formulated foods are available that can be used
as part of a mixed diet, which also contain a selection of suitable
plants.
To be avoided are extruded pellets based around cereals such as
wheat or maize. These foods can have high levels of carbohydrates
and during preparation the ingredients are finely chopped or ground
to make an even consistency suitable for extrusion. This fine texture
means that even if they have suitable levels of fibre and protein as a
total percentage of the diet, it is in an unnatural form for a tortoise.
This has consequences for the way the food is digested, and the
subsequent growth of the tortoise. Once in the stomach the foods
disintegrate into their fine particles giving a large surface area for the
enzymes and bacteria in the animals gut to work on. This increases
the speed and effectiveness of the digestive process releasing more
nutrients than would occur if the tortoise were swallowing larger
pieces of food. Fine particles of fibre do not speed food through
the gut in the same way as long fibres which gives even more time
for the enzymes and bacteria to act, and so even more nutrient is
released.
The more recent diets such as Zoo Med’s “Grassland Tortoise Diet”,
or Lucky Reptile “Herb Cobs”, are produced by coarsely chopping
natural food plants and then forming them into large cobs. This
retains the structure of the plant to a greater extent meaning that the
food not only contains good levels of protein and fibre, but they are
in a form much more reminiscent of the natural diet. ProRep have
taken this idea further and added calcium and vitamin d3 to their
weed and grass based food to help tackle these frequently seen
deficiencies.

Alongside good nutrition there is a need for good quality UV light,
either artificial or even better natural, unfiltered sunlight. UV light,
and a suitable basking site is essential for reptiles. This is a subject
in its own right. It has been covered in many articles and books
so we are not going to be able to cover it again here. However,
it is a vital part of any tortoise set up and needs to be researched
thoroughly by any keeper.

The Artificial Option
There is no doubt that trying to mimic the natural diet is the best
option for a pet tortoise. But what about the middle of winter, or
those days when there simply isn’t time to sort some weeds? These
days people turn to artificial foods more and more and it is a subject
that has caused heated debates in the world of tortoise keeping for
many years. As a general rule, artificial foods should not be used as
the staple diet. However, things have moved on in leaps and
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As our understanding of tortoise nutrition improves then we will
probably see a complete diet developed, in much the same way as
dry dog foods have, but in the meantime formulated foods remain
something that is used as part of the total diet, and especially
useful to help during the winter months.
With the correct diet a tortoise will grow slowly and steadily,
developing a smooth hard shell as it goes and this is the aim of
every tortoise keeper. Poor diet however can have devastating
effects and can easily prove fatal.
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Common problems that are seen are things like metabolic bone
disease, beak overgrowth and of course the dreaded shell
pyramiding which can lead to catastrophic deformity of the shell
and skeleton below. Although there is much debate about the
exact causes, it is generally accepted that it may be due to too
rapid growth. This can result if there is too much protein in the
diet, if the food is provided in an unsuitable form, or in too greater
quantity. If this is accompanied by inadequate levels of calcium or
vitamin D3 then the problems are even worse with the shell unable
to keep pace with the growth of the body, leading to deformity. An
alternative theory is that prolonged periods of low humidity cause
changes in the thickness and elasticity of the keratin in the shell,
changing its normal growth pattern.
In reality it is almost certainly a combination of these two factors,
making it essential for keepers to provide the correct conditions
as well as the correct diet. In the wild tortoises spend much of
their time hiding away either partly or totally buried. This exposes
them to quite high levels of humidity, even if the general habitat is
very dry, something that many keepers fail to appreciate, let alone
replicate.

Overgrown Beak
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they come across something edible they will feed for a while and
then move on to the next bit. In captivity the food is presented to
them and they typically do not expend as much energy in foraging.
The foods offered also tend to be of a higher quality in captivity as
well, meaning they get more out of eating the same weight of food
as their wild cousins.
As a rule it is better to offer food 2 or 3 times a day. Feed only
enough that can be eaten in an hour or so. Each week it is good
practice to weigh your tortoise. If you plot the weight on a graph it
is very easy to see how the animal is growing. The aim is to achieve
a weight that increases slowly and steadily over time, and for the
shell to be hard and smooth as it grows. If the weight remains
static, or falls, then increase the food a little. If it is increasing rapidly
then decrease the food offered to slow down the growth. Always
ensure that the supply of calcium is adequate, the animal has
access to UV light from natural, unfiltered sunlight or a good quality
UV reptile lamp such as the Zoo Med Reptisun range, and that the
temperature and humidity is correct. Any abnormal development
seen as the shell grows is your early warning that something is not
right and you must correct the problem quickly. Once deformed
the shell cannot be repaired and all you can do is make sure that
future growth happens correctly.

Shell Pyramiding

How much to feed?
This is an extremely hard question to answer. Temperature, time of
year, light levels, age and sex can all influence what is the correct
amount of food. In the wild, tortoises roam over a wide area. When

Do’s
Provide a wide range of natural plants such as dandelion,
sow thistle, mallow , etc. These can be collected from
areas free of chemicals and pollution, or you can grow
your own.
Provide calcium by supplementing the food. You can
also provide cuttlefish or calcium blocks for tortoises to
scrape calcium from if they want to.
Provide fibre rich plants such as tough weeds and edible
grasses.
Provide a good source of UVB by allowing your tortoise
access to natural, unfiltered sunlight or by using a high
quality reptile light.
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Tortoises are not easy pets, and require an understanding of their
needs and a willingness to meet them. But providing you are
willing to make the effort then you will rewarded with a fascinating,
engaging pet that will give you many hours of pleasure, and may
well even out live you!

Dont’s
Feed too many salad vegetables, such as lettuce and
cucumber which contain little in the way of fibre and
nutrients.
Use extruded, pelleted artificial foods which contain
ground fibre, are based on cereals, have high protein
content or are heated to high temperatures during
production.
Feed legumes (peas and beans) and brassicas (cabbage
family) in large quantities as these contain chemicals
which can stop calcium being absorbed.
Make fruit and root vegetables a regular part of their
diets. These contain carbohydrates and sugars.

